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The present study attempts to elucidate some quantitative mea-

sures to assess the .adequacy of adaptive decisions in /individualized

materials. The primary purpose (if this effOrt is to sharpen the curri-

"eulurri developer's abilityto generate Vetter adaptive materials by 'sharpen-

ing his judgme t Of the qulity of the diagnostiZ portions of his material

in meeting the objectives of adaptive itistructin. Despite ,thit heavy

emphasis over the past decade on prescribing materials adaptive to,indi-
..

vidual needs by diagnosing these needs through criterion-referenced tests

2

.(Glaser,' 19+3), the principles 'involved in preparing good adaptive materials

have been left implicit.
i .

Moreover, those ,who decide on the use of new materials heed
ri

8 ' A\

dkscriptive 'tools for determining whether the tataterials reflect the rationale

in adapting. In the large, carefolly controlled field evaluation (Office of

Economic Opportunity, 1972), ,products of'the emerging theory of instruc- l
tion have tailed to prove the worth,clairreck in theory for them. Such embar-

rassing failures are jeopardizing the iurdier development of the theory

of instraction, There is, however, the strung possibility that many, or

O
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even most, of t to materials and procedures, used failed to reflect the theory.

,Objective and qua itative measures of the key variables involved in prepara-

tion Of ethicational m terials are important to evaluator and developer alike I

if curriculum Material are, to really reflect the, scientific base usually

claimed for contemporarinstructional procedures.

The measures/to be d crilied here are derived from the rationale

for adapting and-an attempt to formulate rather-direct, simple indices o t
a

the important variables. The genera] strategy adopted is similar to thaft

;lowed in developing the black-out ratio (Holland., 1967) as a measure fort

prOgrammed teaching items. The resulting measures should o for diagnos-
- .1

tic items what the black-out ratio does for teachingitems. They should plro.-

vide a basis for research in-adaptive decisions'while giving clear guidelines

to the developer of adaptive materials. Effort was made to develop reasures

which (1) assess the adequacy of diagnostic items in meeting the aims of

adaptation, (2) are simple and easy to apply, (3) discriminate among pro-

grams which differ in the adequacy of adaptive decisions, -and (4) are objec-

tive in that different persons using the measures will obtain the same results.

'Individualization" or "adaptive education'' have become vogue term

which have occasionally been used to describe quite different things (cf.

Cronbach, 1971). To some the terms connote the unstructured curriculum

of the open classroom; and for others, they can mean individual choice of

objectives. In this paper, the terms are taken to mean that individual

differences in needs are diagnosed in an attempt to present each student.

1/4
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with only those teaching materials he needs to reach proficiency in/the

terminal objectives of the coarse. Hence, the course objectives are the/ . .

1../\ / - , -,
er

same for all students, but the student who is able to pass many diagnostic

items skips much unnecessary teaching material, while the student who

misses many - diagnostic items/mutt,- as a conseqbence, get additional mater-
.

ial sometimes identified as remedi

Thus, adaptive materials have two separate corsipOnentsr"test

items 'which diagnose the student's need and teaching materials which fill

that need. In Individ4lly Prescribed Instruction (IPI) and most other

adaptive materials,\the two different types' of items are clearly-designated

by, the developer.

The present paper is addressed to criteria for diagnostic it?erris

used-in adapting, not criteria used for developing the teaching items. There
r.

alfeady a set of %.vell established principles as to how'teaching materials

should be designed and by what criteria they might be judged. 're aching'

items have a quite different function, and a differielit, even incompatible,t

basis tor ev.ltiating thetr worth than drIagi,:,,,,tic items. Generally, whether

pr not the tcac.hing material is in the olrl familiar formats of early pro-

grammed alstruction, the priocipic embp,died in its design are programming

.principles.' Usually, the st,udunt task:, tallow some farm of gradual pro-
.

gression. (Although in indivi(ivalized materials, some effort is made to
...-

tailor this progression to tile individual.) Individual teaching items are

4
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expected to evoke the desired, to-be-learned behavior before the student

reaches a correct answer. Thus, the items should provide a low bloat

out ratio (Holland, 1967). It is anticipated that when the student reaches a

particularalevel, ill be able to give the required performance since
l' ,

4

. his answer insures he has perforine,d adequately. Hence, good teaching

rAterial generally has a low error rate. The teaching item does not trap

the student into errors or attempt to ,diagnose his deficiencies. Instead,

its purpose is to evoke the new behavior so that it may be reinforced and

`established.

By way of contrast, individualization requires a quite different

type of item. -Test items serve a diagnostic function. They servo to dif-

ferentially redict different performance on a diagnostifc item is used

to recommendtdifferent learning materials. Therefore, considerations in

test design are appropriate for these diagnostic items. First,' to be useful,

a diagnostic item must discriminate among individuals. A zero error-rate

item would be worthless. A good diagnostic item reveals differencei in..

performance with some'studentS answering correctly and others making one

or more types of eirots. Thus, a good diagnostic item meets criteria,

incompatible with those met by good teaching items. It is for the special,

properties of the diagnostic process that new measures are here proposed

and demonstrated.



The Measures

5

Adaptive materials characteristically (1) save the student's time

and effort by letting him skip unneeded teaching material, (2) test each
$,

student to determine his needs, and (3) reflect indiVidual differences among

the-students. These considerations suggest three important measures for

the merit of adaptive tests. One reflects the potential savings in the stu-

dent's time compared with the cost tolhim in time for the diagnosis. Another

reflects the validity of prediction of the need for the learning material, and

a third reflects th--e-\ discrirninibility of the test. 'Simple indices of these

three factors are proposed in the form of three ratios. The three indices

will be called consequence ratio, predictive validity, ratio, and discrimin-
-

ability ratio.

Consequedce Ratio
41.

Adaptive tests are des'igned to give the student the teaching mater-
,

ial he needs
\

without wasting his time (and patience) with material he doesr

not need. But testing itself comes at a cost in student time, .It would die

inefficient to spend a lot of time testing to enable a student to skip only a

short teaching sequence. The appropriate index is a ratio of teaching time

to total time. The total time is the combination of teaching time and test-
_

time. If a unit of CeachinL, male' tat requi rcs 30 minutes to complete
- e.

but is vrece,ded by a 30 minute pretest that would enable a passing student

to skip the niat.eMal, then, thP'cost to the stndebt of being tested is as great

as the savings he stands to gain b} passing the pretest. The consequence

7
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ratio for this test would lie

a 0

O

'47

minute teaching period divided by

the one-hour total (30 minute teaching plus. 39 minute testing) or 150.

Clearly, no matter what other merits this test may have, it would be

,unacceptable since the passing student can only break even. If, on the

-other hand, a 1-minute test could be used to prescribe this same 30-

minute teaching unit, the cost is small compared to the potential gain in

6

passing and the Consequence ratio is 0.97. If other necessary conditions sL

are met, this would be a very worthy instance.of adapting.
7.

The phrase -,consequence ratio"" is used to avoid implying any-

`thing aboutthe merit of the teaching material that follows. The conse-

quence of a test being evaluated might even include further testing; for

example, plemerit tests place the student n unite which may include

test items that permit.'looping" past subsections of the unit. The size

of the consequence is everything in the catch ient,,,area under the test in

quesefon. It should be apparent that it is the otential consequence which

is of concern here. That *same students skip he 'material doe's not change

the potential consequence of failing the tes4; it is, rather, the point. The

consequences ratio addresses itself, to the size of the cost in time (or amount

U

of rnateriafl saved compared with the totals a unt of time (the test plus

the consequence).

Predictive Validity Ratio
. ,

The validity of a diagnostic item is the extent to which the item

correctly predicts the need or lack of need for some teaching material,

I
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before a posttest is taken to measure the same competence. The adequacy

of such a prediction cap be measured simply by giving first the diagnosAtic

test and\then the criterion for posttest) without giving any instruction

between the two tests. Poor performance on the diagnostic test predicts

poor performance on the riterion test unless 'instruction is received.

Likewise, good per rmance on the diagnostic test predicts good perfor-

mance on the criterion test even when instruction is omitted.

I In form,this procedure may soun&to the reader like a reliability

measure becalise it, involves prediction by one test of performance on

another parallel test. However, because performance on. the criterion-

,$

test is the targeted perf,ormance, validity seems conceptually correct.

Wh no instruction is provided between tests, the diagnosticgteit

pre rrcts coectly:or "hits'' when comparable ma/terial is answered cor-
. I

rictly both on the initial and subsequent tests or when comparable materiai.

,
.

is answered incorrectly on both (see Table 1). A student passing a Biag-
i 1

Jnsert Table.' about here

nOstic test is expected to be able to skip the teaching material and pass the

criterion test while onf who fails the diagnostic test needs \the teaching
,

material and without should sail the criterion test. Faihfres of predic-

tion, or "misses,; occur when the student is-correct on the diagnostic

test but incorrect on the criterion test or incorrect on the diagnostic test

but correct on the criterion test.
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With the test and retest procedure, with no intervening instruction4

the predictive validity-measure is -based on the ratio of hits, to total number

of decisions. If evei*e who passed a diagnostic test also passed the

criterion test and all whbfailed the diagriostic test also Tailed the criterion

tbst, theri the ratio of .number of hits to total number of decisions womb:I-be'

1.0. If, on the other hand, tosses of a coin were used as the diagnostic
t

test, these chance decisions would lead to half or a 0.5 ratio of'hits to

total number of decisions. Most tests will fall between these two extremes;

for example, with a ratio df 0..75, one quarter of the students either were
,. _,,,..... . .

unnecessErily assigned teaching material or directed to skip material they' in/

, C I -:

fact need. Such a low value for the validity, ratio would presurriably be
/ \

acceptable to the developer'or the user only if the consequence were very

large Compared with the time needed to complete the test. Ordinarily,

one should expect 'validity ratios close to 0.90 or better.

Discriminability Ratio

In an exploratory effortapplying the consequence ratio and the pre,-
'

dictive validity ratio to several sets of curriculum material, the need for

...1this third measure became apparent. There are instances in which virtually.

all students answer diagnostic items correctly and otherti in which all

answer incorrectly. 1In either case, all students rec.eive the same,pre-

scription8; therefore, yieprograms are not adaptive because the Cestii
#

detect no indiVidual differences to ac. orinnoilate. A simp,lc ratio of those

pass g the diagnostic items could be used; both 0.0 and 1:00 (no one passing
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'aixcl CIO one fairing, respectively) would represent the extremes in lack of

9

p

discrizpinability (0.50 would be the optimum). But since the three proposed \

measures would usually be discussed together, this was rejected to avoid
.

having a 1.00 as the ideal for both consequence ratio and the validity ratio

but a s the poorest possible value for the discrimination ratio. Therefore,

.it was, decided to expfess the discrimiriability,measure as the ratio of ttie
t

number, who either passed or faired,. whichever is smaller4 to the total

number taking the test'. The discnminability ratio, then, varies from

.0.0 to 0.50. It i'zero if either ali students. pass or all fail; half fiassing

would give 'a ado of 0.5'0; one.quarter passing (or one quarter failing)

would give a atio of 0.25.
0

t-, It is Blear that when there is no discritninability, tl1at is, when the
.. li

. ..
ratio is 00,,thse materials are dot adaptive.

A
to individual differences be-

i ..'s ...

cause the %test i-eveals no differences. Beyond this fhere is no absolutec..-.

minimum acceptable value; but a ratio as low as 0. LO,would presumably be

useful only if the test is highly valid lind the conseque4e very large.

Ordinarily a' ratio of approximately 0.25 lould be adriquate if both validity

and consequence are atleast fairly large.

Usk: of the Measures

These three indices are quantitative measures of three variables

involved in goodness of adaptive decisions. Adequacy on each of the

variables is a necessary condition t777rieet' the ratiodale of adaptive instruc-0

eion. Excellence in any one is not a sufficient condition. ,Complete inadequacy
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for validity, consequence, or, discriminability renders the diagnostic pro-
.

cedure worthless for individualization regardleEs,of the val ue of the...otter

On the other hand, there are ng fixed, all-purpose values that can

be regarded as acceptable. The ideals are clear, as are the values indicating

ereme_failure. Between these extremes experience with the measures

will be required. aeo

It must be clearly understood that these measured. do not evaluate

the overall u efulness of any: set of currivium material. The. technique
.

for such eval atio.n is we nown and involves measurement on criterion\

measures a,ft ;le students have used prescribed teaching material. The
I

present three measures in no way evaluate the teaching material. They

are, rather, m\ asures of the adaptive I Ilaracteristics of the program and

not measure's of characteristics of the &aching material: Neither are t 'hey

measures of t e achievement to be expected from using the materials. It.#, Ic
is possible for the adaptive testing to b excellent and for the curriculum

/
to fail to teach. It is even possible for the adapting characteristics to be

M,poor and the overall usefulness of the material to be very good; although, in
! ..

t
this case, the overall ,s.xiorth'of the currieulurcf material' would probably be

improved by co'rrectiug the dbficiencies in the diagnostic testing and clapt-

ing procedures.
r

Experimental Demonstration of the Measures

The actual use of these meastikes will demonstrate their utility
.4

in .revealing to the develope and consumer strengths and weaknesses in the

a

ci



diagnostic and adapting procedures. Segments of seven different seta of

adapting materials, were evaluated-u-i3ing these measures in order to deter-. "

mine the practicality and usefulness of the-measures. Inst uaional pro-
. :,

- 1
.,_ .

1
--,

i grams were chosen to cover a
.Varzety of adapting styles. chosen matektials

ii and
\___ '

ncluded two LRDC courses (Science Math), a piograrriviith largit

loops, one computer-assisted instruction program involving very figre

adjuistmes, a remediarinith program with only .an .overall placementi . \

n
.

,1 , /
,.,, ...." 4 e... ,

. sa

'test- one example of a Cr\owder-,type "intrinsiclt program, land a linear
,- .

piTgram with a binary decision tree enabling initial place e t. SinCe.

,the
,

only.small segments were toted, e results should not betaken as nec-
. , , I,

.

-essarilrindicatir1/2g the quality of the adaptive test material through the
...

..

entire prograin even though an effort was glade to' choose representative

units.

Ideally, published programs would include sufficient data toresti-
....-1

mate these three indices. Unfortunately, of )he six programs

receiving classroom use, none.. gave information of any kind op the vali-

dity of the best items; and only two gave data sufficient to estimatethe

These same two gave information necessarydiscrirnindhility gf the items.

to make an informed estimate \of the relative amount of time necessary for

tea ching components' and for .testing complaneta, (altho'ugh all but one did

give teachingillme information). Therefore; it was necessary to gather

data sufficient to calculate ifie'three,ratiosusing students from the
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populations aPproprisate to each program so far as was practical. The'

techniques of measurement are described for each of the seven course

segments. Among the seven a Variety of problems are revealed and

rec6Mmendati4ris emerge filtrating the val 41. measures.

Job Corps Advanced General Education Program

The Job Corps Advanced General Education.Program' (Office of

Economic Opportuni '.1968) is a self-instructional program designed for

Job Corpsrden who ha -e high school reading skills but who have not finished

high school. The course .comers everything necessary to take and pass the

'GED test resulting in a high school diploma.' The course as a whole con-

sists of 124 lessons divided into three levels. The lessons are grouped

into units consisting of 2 to15 lessons per unitg(see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

Each 'of the 24 units is preceded by a Icre'ening test. A score of 85 percent

or better on the screening test enables the student to skip all of the lessons

in that unit. Unit 11-2, a unit with the average number of lyssons, was chosen

as the portion of the p?ogram to demonstrate the three indices of adapting

quality:
I

This particular p?ogram was of interest for several reasons. First,
. t;

as shown in Figure 1 has a classic adapting 'structure with unit tests

that enable the student to ' loop' ove-r---s-Qme portions of the teaching material

when test "performance indicates'that hp does not need- material. Moreover.
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thts program was known to be. of high overall quality. While this

25 not imply that the adaptive features are good, the tests seemed

of adequate length to be valid and yet short enough to be efficient.

The six lessons required, according tq thp TeaCierii,s Manual,
%

Thus, passing this unit's screening test saves a student510 minutes,

510 minutes of work. It required only 14 minutes on the'average for/
±b 28 college "sophomores serving at subjects to complete the screening

4
test. Therefore,' the consequence ratio Was arx.excellent 0:17. Theo

lower educational le4vel of the targeted high school,dropout cbuld make

'a difference, but even With the testing time d ubled, the ratio would

be 0.95.

In es imating the validity, these subjects first took the screening'

test and then, wAout intervening learning material, took the posttest.

A failure on the screening test forecasts failure on the posttest if the.

student Ka§ not taken the prescribed teaching material. *Similai-ly, a

pass on the sc reening test predits a pass on the pssttest.: A failure

of prediction would occur if the subject passed the pretest .and failed the

posttest /or failed the pretest and passed the postteSt. Table 2 shows
...

missesthe 1 its and in prediction for these data. The predictive validity
. te

Insert Table 2 about here

ratio is 0.36. In other words, the prediction is somewhat less

accurate than simply hipping a coin to decide wheilier or not the

student should skip the.unit. This program is totally inadequt,e

1
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in the validity of the test. The cause of the problein is apparent on

examination of the pretests and posttests. Throughout the 24 screening

tests in the program, actual information is tested; and, in the case of

our subjects, none was able to attain a passing score on these factual

questions. However, the posttests throughout the program (and in the

GED4est itself}. test not factual information, but reading compre-

hension in the designated subject area.

All subjects performe(i identically on the-pretest; they all failed

and illesumably the high school drop out would do no better. Thus the
,

diagnostic test is non-discriminating; the discrimination ratio is 0.-O.

1Beeause all students would be given exactly the same prescription

(i. e., take the six lessons), this material is not, in fact, individualized.

The present author still considers this program to be of high

quality. The teaching material does the job it was designed. for and gradu-

ates of the program are able to pass the QED test, as shown by-the dila

(5f the developers and by this author's own direct experience, 'But the

quality of the,tea.ching material is not in question here. The pre.sent

study th.als only with measurement of variables in adapting to individual

differences, a all of the unit screening tests perform as badly as the ,one \./
1

te-sted in this study, then it would lac. ilear that the adaptive feature is not

doing it's job. Although it is excellent to have tests that are small and

thanageable in comparison to the size of the consequence, the pretests seem-

to test for something' different than the terminal behavior reflected in the
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, posttest. There is then no basis to continue to use the tests

because of the low validity and`low discrimination. If the developers had

had/at their disposal the indices recommended here, corrective measures

could have been taken. It would certainly seem ill advised not .to adapt a

curriculum covering the totality of high school: Nevertheless, testing in

the present form is-a complete waste of time since the validity index shoi?vs
.

that, at least for unit 1.1-2, prediction is bitiow chance th accuracy and the

discrimination index shows that the pretest fails completely to discriminate.

These outcomes, if generl over the whole program, suggest two

recommendations. A revision of this program should include redevelop-

ment cif the screening tests to better predict the terminal behaviors shown in

the posttest. Second, anyone now using the Program should stop using /the

screening tests and either give all students the whole course or administer

the present "posttests'' before the unit as screening tests since the posttests
I.

'Programmed Reviews of Mathematics (Flexer & Flexer, 1967

1$is is a program in remedial mathematics for college studenits

and the .GED both mea.i.ure reading comprehension.

who- have had the typical mathematics'bacikground required of entering
\.!

college students but who are now beginnipg a science course requiriings use
(

of math. Flexer and Flexer indicate th t may students are unprepared

to handle the mathematics in a typj.cal basic science course. They/Pre-
!

pared six short, remedial books each/ of which can`asually be completed

in one to three hours. Each book has a placement test to diagnoses theI
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student's need for remedial work in the area of mathematics covered by

the book.
I

The Flexer and Flexer program is useful for the present study

for several reasons. First, the problem they address seems especially

1*e151r to provide important advantages of adapting to individual differences.

All of the students supposedly have learned all of the mathematics covered,

but the experience of ccdlege science teachers is that a sizable percentage

Of their students lack the basic mathematics necessary for lab w,Ork. Abraham

Flexer was motivated by the desire to avoid spending weeks Of class time

in a biology course teaching math to those students who need it and there-

by depriving those who do not of the opportunity to proceed with the intended

contents of the course.

Second, the present author was well acquainted with this program

because it was developed as a project of an organi;.ation directed by him

(the Harvard Committee on Programmed Instruction). To the author's

knowledge, Flexer and Flexer were aware of the requirements of good.

adaptive, test materials. They knew the need for correctly assessing the -,

individual s necbci as efficiently as possible and the need to discriminate

between students who did and did not need special work in math. In short,

this program was chos/en because it should be.exemplary on all three va 'ables.

Each of the six programs is published in a separate booklet and

includes d considerable amount of data from the several test-runs of

the materia.lat Harvard University and Emmanuel College in biology,
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chemistry, psychology, and sociology courses. Much of the data is con -'

cerned with the teaching material and the gains produced by the course,

which are, of course, the proper emphasis for program evaluation. They

also include ample data on teaching times anclak least enough data to esti-

mate the consequence ratio for the program as they tested it. Discrimin-

ination ratios are also reported as the percentage of each class which

passed each test item and hence was excused from using that portion of the

program. Unfortunately, they did not test for the .validitrof the test items.

To obtain estimates of validity for the present study, a group of

undergraduate psychology students were administered the test materials

for one logarithm unit and for the three fraction units. The tests used were

not the single items on which the programs were originally evaluated, but

instead, were the tests provided in the introduction of the books which contained
'-;1

oyn five to eight items per decision for the four decisio,;s evaluated. The

criterion for a pass'in each case allowed for one incorrect answer in each set.

Surprisingly, this was not the form of test used in their original

testing of the program. They had tested the whole class at the beginning

of the term with a placement test having a single item for each separate

diagnostic decision. They gave no reason in the published version for chang-

ing from the single iterryto the several item test. Perhaps it was an effort

to increase the validity' or perhaps it was on the advice of the publisher

who may have felt that a slightly longer test would have better face validity

and thus be better for marketing. Nevertheless, it seemed the proper
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course to apply the measures of the adequacy of adapting to the final

published long test form.

\ This decision led to a serendipitous result. The outcome for
, )

the longer test is considerably different than for the shorter test. Ch Ang-

ing the test in a way that superficially would seem likely to improve

/it, instead, when empirically evaluated, is shown to have seriously flawed

18

a previously excellent program.
1.

,

In the first effort to a.1_,p1y the measures, 8 students took the

eight-item pretest for the logarithm unit (the first of three decisions for

the logarithm book) and one week later repeated this test without, of course,
c

ee:

using the program. Similarly, .10 students took the three pretests for the

/three parts of the fractions program (the lengths of these were four, five,

and six items) and retook the tests one week later. For all sets of tests,

records were kept of the time required for each student to complete each

test. In calculating the consequence ratio, the published times for the

programmed materials were used. T,,,ble 3 and 4 indicates the results

Insert Tables 3 and 4 about here

of these evaluations. B\r, th show reasonably high validity ratios (0. 93 for

logarithms and. 0.83 for fractions) and fair consequence ratios (0.38 for

logarithms and 0.82 for fractions). Surprisingly, however, the tests for

botii='piograms showed poor discri\rnination. Of the 28 students taking the

fogaiith4m test, 26 failed and only 2 passed for a discriminability ratio of

e
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1
only 0.07. Of the 30 decisions in the fractions program, on)y 5 were

passed for a discriminability ratio of 0.17. These discriminability ratios

were far from the values indicated by Flexer and Flexer for the percentage

passing the various tests with one item per decision. Unlike the present

results with the longer tests in which the bulk of the students failed, thq

found many single item tests' were'passed (62 percent for the fractions

tests yielding a 0.38 discrimination index). The combination of the validity

data measured in the present study 'which was unavailable in the Flexer

and vFlexer data and the consequence ratio and discriminability from

Flexer and Flexer's data suggest that this program is excellent in its over-

all ad-pting characteristics. However, the very low discriminabilityobta ned

in this study indicates that t recommended long form of the test has

largely ruined the adaptive feature of the program.

To determine whether or not the unexplainled change in the tests had

this effect, the fraction tests were administered to another set of ten

psychology students. It was possible to identify a single test item in each

of the three fractions tests which was like that used in the original single

item test. Using these items, an evaluation was made for both the single

item and the longer test form with the same subjects. It can be seen in

Insert Table /5 about here

Table 5A that the results with the long form of the tests replicate the

first set of data reported in Table 3, For the long tests a, good.validity

a

z.
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;ratio (0.83) and a good consequence ratio (0. 83) is to little avail in view

of the poor discrimination ratio (0. 17) caused by the bulk of the out-

comes being failures. On the other hand, as shown in..Table 5B, using

the single-item test, as Flexer and Flexer did originally, provided very
4

good discrirninability (0. 40), (quite close to their reported 0.38 ratio)

with many passes.
4

The single -item test also, of course, increased the

consequence ratio to an excellent 0:-96. However, as one might expect,

the short test does have a lower validity ratio (0.73).

These results' dramatically illustrate the merit of, gathering the

data needed for these three indices of the goodness of adapting. An originally

_tested version adapted fairly well to individual differences with excellent

discriminability and a sizable gain for passing-the diagnostic test, Flexer

and Flexer may have had some indidation that the predictive validity was low,

although in combination with the good values for the other two variables

the original form was useful and acceptable. It may have seemed prudent

and safe to lengthen the test somewhat to increase' its validity. Surprisingly,

this created a serious deficiency in thei program which apparently went
.44

undetected. 'An adequate level is nec:essary in all three measiir'es. Each

is necessary, no two of them sufficient. Moreover, ,a step taken to improve

one could ...vise deterioration in another. Lengthening a test c ould reason-

ably be, expected to improve validity, but it also Lake more student

time and a. nigh validity car, bc (6ta.i:lud by using preand posttests which

almost will fail (or everyone will pass), but such a test has low cliscrimin-

ability.
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LRDC's Individualized Mathematics

The classic prograrti in the field of individualized instruction is

LRDC's Individually Prescribed Instruction in Mathematics, or IPI Math

.e(Lindvall & Bolvin, 1967). This set of curriculum materials has served

as a prototype for individually prescribing instructional units through

diagnostic testing., The program. contains 359 instructional objectives from

10 learning areas. The objectives are subdivided into 7 grad levels
i

of difficulty called A through G,correpponding roughly to a conventional

kindergarten through sixth grade math curriculum. There is at each level

a placement,yst which diagnoses the need for each unit appropriate to that

level. The placement test indicates which units may be skipped, and which

units the student shoulclbe pretested on. The pretest for each unit identi-

fies more specifically within the area which lessons or "skill booklets"

the student should use. The skill booklets contain the educational material,

but they'alSo have additional testing material, the curriculum- embedded

tests (CET's). Thes diagnose the subject's mastery of that lesson and in-
.

diCate his-readiness to take still another test, the unit posttest,

Besides the prototypical nature of the IPI Math program, a second

important consideration suggested its use in the present study. The layer-

ing of different tests presents interesting problems in evaluiting, separately

and in combination, the various elements of a compound diagnostic system.

For example, the consequence of passing one item on a placement test is

to skip not only all teaching material in the catchment area under that item,



but to skip pretesAlaterials, curriculum-embedded tests and posttest

materials, as well. Hence, placement test items may have a large

consequence, although much of the consequence is additional testing. O'n

the other hand, to evaluate the overall testing structure, the total set of tests

could be set apart from the teaching material to determine the cost effective-

ness of the total testing structure for a given unit of teaching.

A unit of level B was chosen for analysis. Twenty-tWo children

from a. second grade urban classroom were routinely given the placement

test at the beginning of the school year in.Septernber. In this instance,

data were collected on the time required to do the test (33 minutes to 2

hOurs, with a median of 1 hour-, 20 minutes). The questions fOr each of

the 10 areas were Separately analyzed, and the mililtipliaation unit was

chosen for further analysis based on the high degree flf discriminability

shown by the placement test items. (Eleven students passed and eleven

failed this utl.t for a 0.50 discriminability ratio.) It should be noted that.,

although the most discriminating portion of the placethent test was chosen,

the average discriminability for all units represented on the placement test

was rather good, with an overall index of 0. 35.

students were then given three test packages, the pretests, the

CET's, and the posttests, for all four skills in the multiplication unit.

These tests were administered before any additional-learning material

and. regardless of whether they had passed or failed the multiplication

items in the placement test. A comparison among these tests provides the

;'
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index of validity for the tests. Completion times were measured for each
a

of the tests.- Later, when the children came to the designated units In thy-
,

curriculum, estimates were made of the teaching time. T e teaching

time for each child was based on the number of days spent working on

these math enits and the length of tge scheduled daily math time. Although

it might be argued that this is'a realistic way to measure the time because .

it is the way the material is used, potential distractions in classroom use

make it crude. For this reason; an additional method was used to caletilate
.

"time". Since test items and teaching items in IPI Math are similar in

and costs of tWsting corresponded closely.

a

forin, content,. and length, "time" was estimated simplgtby counting the '4

number of items used for teaciring dthe- number ofltem.s' on each of the
.

various tests. The results of these two m hods of estimating the cotisequence

The variables.in adapting decisions can be measured separately

for each different test,or for combinations of the tests. Four separate

evaluations seem particularly of interest:

(1) evalua/ion of the placement test it, terms of the savings in

passing the test /or the student who would, by passing, escape' all o£ the

work under the,/ tchment for given items in the placement test, including

the teaching material, pretest, CET's and posttest.

(a) evaluation of the placement test ar&the pretest together in

ter'rxms of the Validity of the two tests -combined and of all the consequences

0
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below the combination of the two tests, namely, the teaching material,

CET's and posttest.

(3) evaluation of the pretest along.

(4) evaluation of all tests in combination.

Placement test alone. There are only fiv, placement test items

diagnosing the need for Ole Multiplication unit.. Thd Combination of all the

24

consequences of failing these five items, including pretest, teaching material,

CET's and posttest, is 375 items; giving a consequence ratio of 0.99.

the savingS.to the student of passing the placement test are

savings are not simply that he skips teaching ureter al

additional test material as well:

onsiderable; the

that .he skips

\
Validity of the placement test items was evaluated by corhparing

how/well the placement test *predicte erformance on the CET's for each

of the four skills in the multiplication unit. The 'frequency of hits and

misses is indicated in Table 6. Passing the multiplication items on the
/

. ,

Insert Table 6 about here

placement test *babies the student to skip all faur n-iultiplicatidn skills,

HenCe, four "decisions" are made. With CET's from the four skills for
.

22 students, there were.58 hits_out of a total of 88 predictions for aratio

of 0.66. As indicated earlier, about half of the placement decisions were

passeS and half failures for a perfect discriminability ratio of 0.50.
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Placement plus pretests. The next question to be considered is

the use of the placement test and the pretest in combination to predict whether
I 4

the-individual lessons are required. With the combination of the two tests
5

discrirninability remains high with a ratio df 0.40 (see Table 7) and the
_

addition of the pretest loWers the excellent consequence ratio only slightly

to 0.93, with aconsequenee ofteaching material, CtT's and posttests a

cosof placement test and pretests.

Insert Table 7 about here, r

1 ',
Table 7 presents the possible_combinations of passes and failures

on the 'placement.test and the pretest. For each of the 'combinitions,
.

7

a

prescription is derived, and this prescription is evaluated as a hit ora miss,

based on the possible outcomes- on the criterion test. In the last columri of

Table..7, the data obtained from our test subjects are presented according

to outcomes on theplacement test, the pretest and the criterion test. The

predictive validity depends on the performance of each student on the corn-

'At

bination of the two tests. In normal use of the materials, a student Whii,
...,--------

passes the placement test will not receive'the pretdst, 'since he'is passed out
i

-

of the muAiplication unit. Therefore, in this study, in whicii subjects take` Jd

all the tests and no teaching material, if the placement test is passed

,predictive validity is calculited without regard to pretest oitcome. As shown

in,Table 7, if the placement test is paised, there is a "hit" if the CET's are

also passed, 'and a rriss" if the CET's are failed regardless of whether'

thef pretest was passed or failea.
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l'4ormally4,) st-

test, and if they also

in other wortes,, it is

'fail the CET's.

26

.

its who fail the placement test litter,,take the prp-'

fail a given pretest, 'they must use that skill booklet;
-

predicted that without the teaching Material they would

#
If a test subject fails both the placement test and the p'retest, the

resulting decision is 4 "hit" if ,he also failis the CET's and a "Miss" if he
-

y passes the CE'ts. It,

test but then passes t
/:

CET's sincei,hii cask sfroom

not be prescribed the wit.

,

.5

onthe othfr hand, a' subject fails the placement
t

etest, the predi'ction is that he shoul'dpass the

counterpart using-the teaching material would.

Thole test subjects taking all the tests but

given no teaching materials whor fail the pl cement telt and ii.)its the pre-
.

test yield' hit#" of prediCtion if they pass the CET and "misses" if they

tfail th.e dET's,
,

The resins of this double ieVel of testing are - surprising" Using

the two tests in combination gave only 59 hits out of 88 decisions, for a ratio

of 0.67. The combination of the placement and the pretest in th s instance

provides zi "negligible aripiovement only I hit in prediction over us,e
, .

placement test alone. Neither the placement test alone, nor the combina-
,

V
of the

e:ion of the placement test and the prete. pr o vide$ a very adequate prediction

,
when chane assignment would give 50% htts...----

. ..
. .

Pretests alone. Next the , rt-test alone was evaluated as though
. :l)

, 7
. .

. %

there were no placertient,test. The validity 61 the priltest was evaluated

agaihst t'Wu differet\t criterion tests, the CET's and tl-c posttlst. The
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I

'results of evaluating pretest validity against the two'clestE are given in

27

1.

Table 8. Almost identical validity ratios, 0.86 and.O. 85 were obtained;

these provide useful levels of validity. Moreover, with k`*of the students

passing the pretest, the discriminability of the test is good. The consequence

flf 1.

ratio for pretest alone is,..0.94; but the consequence in this instance in-
.

a

eludes net only.the teaching material but the CET's and.the posttests'.

Insert Table 8 about here

Overview: All tests in ICI math.t Either alone or in combina-
,

,tion the placement test' and the pretests give, good consequence ratios.

4However, there is considerably more testing in IPI math. The CET's and

posttests are part of the consequence of failing the placement test or the

pretests But %vith the complete program the question becomes: What is

the ratio of the consequent teaching. time alone compared to the total time

for teaching phis all testing? This consequence ratio, evalu'ating the

totality of the testing, is 289 teaching items compared to a total of 379

-

items for teaching and all testing, for a ratio of 0.76. Since the break-

even point on testing and'teaching is-0.50, this ratio of 0.76 is rather

disappointing. Individually the tests in IPI Math have satisfactorily large

.consequences but,
'ass,

T h e CET's

dualized decisions

in combination, testing is ov

and the posttest are of little

They follow the teaching m
M1

erdone.

use in diagnosing indivi-

aterial and, unless the teach-

ing material,is inadequate, these items should' be very poor discriminators



since most should be answered correctly. However, some form of test-
,

ing after teaching is no doubt needed to avoid misuse of the teaching

material in a classroom situation. It is doubtful, ho-wever, that both the

28

CETe and the posttests are needed.

C.

It is especially interesting that the combination of placement and

pretest shows no improvement in validity over the placement test alone and;

for the multiplication unit in level B at least, the pretest alone is the more

valid test. Anyone revising 1PI Math, or attempting a similar curriculuM,

should avoid the layering of test upon test. Given two tests of known validity

the higher validity test should be used. Validities are not additive. With the

combined placement and pretest procedure a pass on either test prescribes

a skip for the unit, thus the lower validity test degrades the prediction.

The false skips of the two tests combine to lower the validity below that of

the more valid test.
44.

, Users of the present IPI Math would be well advised' not to use all

of the tests. It is interesting in this regard that Leinhardt (1974) fold for,

the IPI Mathco.Qrse a negative correlation between the amount of testing

done by various teachers and the student achievement at the end of the '

school year. Kma,wing the overall relative validity of the placement and

pr(etest would helj/in choosing between pretests and -placement-Jest's if only
4.

one were to be used. If diagnosing the student's needs is the only considera-

tion, it would seem reasonable to use prefests only, abandoning the place-

ment test, C. T's and posttests. But the most satisfactory solution would
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be a new effort by the developers of IPI Math to revise their tests to gain
I.

validity greater than thai thepresent pretest while greatly'lowering

the overall burden of testing.

Individualized Science

The Individualized Science Curriculum (IS) (Klopfer, Champagne, &

Pittman, 1972) is another well-known LRDC individualized program con-

sideredby this author to be of high overall quality. IS is of special interest

because, although it is individualized, diagnostic testing 'is much de-emphasized

as compared with IPI Math. The only tests normally needed in Level B;

for example, are the unit pretests. Passing given section of a unit pre-

test permits the student to skip that lesson in' the unit.

In this study one unit test (The Hooke Unit for Level B) was used

with ten students from a school using IS'. Since there is no posttest, predictive
4 4

validity was measured by administering 'the pretest tWice.and predicting

test perforrnarice of the second testing from the first testing. As always

in these validity checks the teaching materials were U(.4 used between the wp

administrations of the test. The subjects were first! testerlin the summer a

,ew weeks before the start of school and again about two months later when

they took the unit pretest as a regular part of their !classroom activity.

Good performance on the Hooke pretest could exenipt a student from six
/

lessons, but two of these lessons were under the catchment of'the same

pretest questions. Therefore, five individual decisions were evaluated for

eadh of the ten subjects. The six lessons required an average of 116 minutes
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and the pretests required an average of 11 minutes, giving an

excellent consequence ratio of 0.91. The validity ratio was 0.98, reflect-
f

ing the 49 hits and 1 mids summarized in'the hit-miss ch t in table 9.

Table 9 indicates that the high predictive validity resul all fifty

test decisions being failures on the first testing and all but one being

failures on the second testing. Thus, the test failed completely to dia-

Insert Table 9 about here

Since this unit pretest lacks discriminability, the material'does not

adapt to diagnosed individual differences. Since all fail the pretest, &1i

subjects would have received identical kescriptions. Despite a very high

consequence ratio and a very high validity, the adapting procedure is

inadequate because it fails to discriminate. Adequate values for each oft

the three variables. are necessary for an adapting system; none is sufficient

alone. If this failure of discrimination is characteristic of the whole science

program, the user should abandon pretesting and either use it as a linear

program or choose lessons based on student interest or teacher objectives.

The developers seem to have concentrated on the teaching material.

In doing so, they produced an interesting and useful science curriculum.

The failure of the diagnostic procedure, even if characteristic of the whole

curriculum. does not negate

There is no empirical, logical.

the value of IS as teaching material.

or compelling intuitive reason to believe that
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diagnostic testing and individual prescriptions will be particularlIc useful

in all areas of instruction. Possibly the developers of IS had doub s about

the importance of adapting in this curriculum and de-emphasized it. But

without discriminating tests their exciting instructional material would be

improved by dropping testing altogether. Otherwise, discriminating tests

are needed.

Inductive Reasoning Program )
The inductive reasoning program is a 256-item linear program

.constructed as an experimental demonstration of the teaching of a basic

aptitudeThurston's reasoninglactor (Holland,. 1962). Program items

consisted of a row of "bottle-shaped" objects varying in color and direction

which were arranged to provide patterns. The student picked from among

five alternatives the object which would be next if the pattern were extended.

For an experiment on evaluation of branching effectiveness (Holland,

Hoffman & Doran, 1972), a binary search sequence of items was added to

-provide a maximally efficient way to place a student at his prope beginning

point in the otherwise linear sequence. The binary search proCedure placed

students by beginning with the middle item of the prograin and bisecting .

distahces forward or backward after correct or incorrect responses.

After the seventh choice, the student*was considered to be at his correct

beginning point (See Figure -2 for a graphic representation of the binary %

search procedure). All data needed to estimate consequence, validity,

Insert Figure 2 about here
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and discriminability ratios are available from the study. For evaluating

whether each individual decision in the branching sequence was a hit or a

miss, similar program items in a pretest used in Tat study served as a

criterion test.

Insert Table 10 about here

The consequence ratio for the seven-item test with a 256-item

consequence is 0. 97. With eleven subjects and seven decisions each,

the total number of decisions in the program was 77. With twenty-five

failures and fifty -two passes, the overall test is -discriminating. However,

only thirty -six of the total number of decisions were hitscas compared to

forty-one misses for a validity ratio of 0.47 (see Table 10). Thug, while

the branching tree might be an efficient use of testing time, the use of

single multiple-choice items failed to be better than a flip of the coin so

far as validity was concerned.

This program illustrates the problem of test size. A short test may
.

be very efficient in terms of time, but short tests tend to be less valid.

in,_ reasing test length can increase validity, but a longer test decreases

the consequence ratio. The inverse. relationship between test length and
c

adequacy of adaptive testing poses a special dilemma for the curriculum

developer.

A Tutor Text Program

Especially popular a decade ago, tr texts have beet prepared in a

wide variety-of topics from bridge to electronics. Often they were intended /,
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for popfular consumptiOn and sold in the trade market "but some were

N
prepared,for college courses and technical training. In these programs

each page has some material to be read followed by a multiple- choice item

with two to four choices. Each potential choice directs the student to a

multiple- choice

"next" page which itself has some material to read and other
. .

mtlItiple-choice items. A correct answer usually keeps the student on the

mainline items while incorrect answers loop him through remedial mater-

ial bf one or a few items and eventually back, to the mainline items.

A representative of this type 'at program was included in the present

analysis for several reasons. First, it would be unthinkable not to.4ave

an example of Crowder's "intrinsic" programming technique which for some

yea:r-s was the leading example of adapting to each student's special needs.

The approach is also of interest because it

approach to teaching and testing. A single

a single page, includes one u.uit of teaching

represents a rather fine-grain

page, and often much less than

material and one test item.

Hence, the student is diagnosed as to his ability to handle the next small

mainlingrelt-or his need for a short remedial loop. In addition, this is

an instance its which the teaching material requires no oveit responding
.11

by the subject. All answers are to the diagnostic portions of the material.

Since teaching and diagnostic materiel are so closely intertwined, it might

seem to the casual observer that intrinsic programs criel violate the assump-

tion that teaching and testing ca%n be separately identified. However, this

intertwining offers no problem in practice and it would seem to offer no
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problem in theory in view of Crowder's description:

Intrinsic programming assumes that the basic learn
ing takes place duringjhegtudent's exposure to the
new material. The multiple-choice cestion is
asked to find out whether the student Its learned;
it is not necessarily regarded as playing an active
part in the primary learning process. (Crowder, 1962,

P. 3)

An evaluation was made of the test elements in the seven mainline

items in Chapter 5 of A tutor text on the arithmetic of computers, (Crowder,

1960). Testing for validity and discriminability required usrof a test -

retest procedure because there was no other appropriate cri4rion test.

The test elements are spread through the program making it

necessary for each of the nine college students serving as subjects to use

the material leading up to each test element befor' an wering the test

item. AfterAfter the first testing for earth item, six hours to one day elapsed before

the retest for that item and the use of the prescribed teaching material

which included the next mainline i m and the first testing for the next item.
pat

the cycle continued in this form until all seven reaingne test elernet0 were

The reader is reminded that no teaching material was taken

between the test and retest for each element., The reason teaching material

was necessary in Iris case, unlike any others in this study,was that the test

ekroents were intended to predict the student's next need given exposure to

the- preLeding teaching material whiCh'was itself preparatory for the test

item
Insert Toble I I about here

*IP
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The outcomes of the three indices are summarized in Table 11.

The bulk of the test elements was passed on both test and retest giving

a high 0.97 validity ratio. The retest procedure no doubt exaggerates

validity as compared with use of a parallel test, but in this instance this

validity problem is overshadowed by a discrimination problem. The

discriminability ratio was an unsatisfactory 0.12 because usually the correct
Lo!

choice was made and consequently the mainline item prescribed. Used in

the designated way, remedial pages would be used by feW, if any, students.

Pi paper shortage may correct this problem even if quantitative evaluation

is ignored.

In failing a test element the student get&tre or another remedial

item and is then sent bck through the mainline ieem again. Therefore,

the consequence ratio is the average time for a single route through, includ-
/

ing retaking the mainline teaching and testing,. The consequence ratio is

0.75 which is very pbor especially since part of -the consequence is additional

testing. With the extra testing removed, the ratio is only 0.65 merely 0.15

above the level in which test and consequence equal each other.

The pOor consequence ratio seems endemic to the tutor text format
/ 7

with, a little teaching and a little testing on each page. Moreover, a combip-

ation of adequate validity and discrimiriability is unlikely with one multiple-

.choice item. In this in/Stance the high validity in this program resulted from

the low discriminability, in that errors were so infrequent on either testing.

On the other hand, if items are written so more students fail (providing
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better discriminability) chance choices would appear in the multiple choice
,.

forMit and with this guessing, validity would suffer. Considered as adap-
,

Itive material, there is little to fecommend Crowder's intrinsic prograirn-
.

ming. Nevertheless, these programs sometimes and fun. People even,

enjoy peeking at the error loops for errors they did not make. If so, these

programs may be useful, but not because they are adaptive to individuil.

differences.

Stanford CAI Reading

Atkinson's beginning reading piogram is one of the better known

model programs in CAI. His article describing it and reporting data

(Atkinson, 1968) added momentumto the use of computers for a fine-grained

adaptation of teaching material to student needs. This program was chosen

here to represent the extreme in detailed adapting. . This is one of the frequently

claimed possibilities offered by the use of computers. To explore the

applicability of the present measures in this type of adapting it seemed

ry reasonable to choose from among the most respected of models of CAI.

;--

In the Atkinson reading program the child views a cathode ray tube

which presents letters and word'\ A random - actress audio device presents

messages and the student places a light pen on the-screen to indicate his

choice among alternative ahswers presented by the cathode ray tube. .Ont

of three basic, forma, ',matrix construction, was used in this analysis.

ibis form is the pi.ograrn's.key format for teaching decoding of graphemes

to phonemes. In a typical mainline item the child is prbsented a letter (''r'1)

1
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to the left of an empty cell and a vowel-consonant ending ("an"i abovel4e

cell. Below thd cell are four alternative words ("rat", "bat'', "fan"; and

"ran"). He hears the' autom,ated Message "touch and say the word that

belongs in the empty cell." This mainline item is

to Atkinson, since "it is designed to, idelitify three

diagnostic, according

possible types of errors:

(1) The initial unit is correct, but the final unlit is not ( "rat''). (2) The

final unit is correct, but the initial unit is not ("fan"):- (3) Neither the initial

unit nor the final unit is correctly identified ("bat")" (Atkinson, 1968, p. 228).

For either of the first two errors the student gets a single frame which,

trains either the initial or final consonant and for the thiid type of error he

receives both corrective frames. After any corrective frame the Mainline

item is repeated. After a correct choice ("ran") the student gets a: confir-

mation frame and the next mainline item.

Enough data were presented to 6.1culate' consequence ratios and

discriminability, but not enough tb determine validity; although Atkinson's

data for the percentage of each type of error does permit corroboration of

the implications deriving from the validity determination made for this

study. Atkinson indicated that the response rate was about four per min-

ute for mainline and corrective items alike. The consequence of the first

two types of errors is one corrective item and a repeat of the mainline

item for a ratio of O. 67 for two types of error. The consequence for the

d type of error (e. g. , "bat'' for "ran") is two corrective items and a

repeat of the mainline item for a ratio of 0.75. Thus the average of the
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three possibilities is 0.70. This is a. disappointing validity ratio for a

program sparking a multi-million dollar CAI movement.

To determine validity, nine mainline items were prepared for the

matrix problem described in Atkinson's (1968) paper. These were pre-
,

pared on sheets of typing paper in large letters as they appeared on the

CRT. A groupof nine students at the appropriate level ip reading were

19
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presented`" these items one-by one by their teacher who spoke the approprigtte

audio message. No corrective iterns,were.Used;only the nine mainline

items were used to diagnose trouble with the initial,; final, orCboth conso-

nants. The child touched the, alternative with his finger and the teacher

recorded the response. After completing the nine items the students were

immediately retested with nine simila'r items that had the same words,,
r

but a clifferent random arrangement of the response alternatives.

Care was taken to use children who would approximate the excellent dis-
,

criminability obtained by Atkinson. He had 45% correct on ini ial contact,

with the mainline items.° Subjects in the present study were 37% correct on

the diagnostic testing (see Table 12). For the nine items and nine children
..4there were a total of 81 decisions with 55, hits and 26 misses for a disappointing

validity 'ratio of 0..-68 or only Q. 18 better than chance.

Insert 'fable 12 about here

a

.1.t. is revealing to consider the 17.hitS which we're instances of in7

correct answers on both test and retest. The mainline item not only
qiiciro



diagnos.(:,,, that remedial materiariS needed, it determines whether train,

ing is neLled on initial, final, or both consonants depending on the alternative

chosen. Thus, when an error is made, it is supposed tb indicate which. .

particular alternative treatment is needed. But in this test-retest validity

check did the students make the same errors on both testings if they fan.

both No; of the 17 ''hits" by double failures, 5) picked the same alterna-

tive and 12 picked one of the other two alte`rnatires. Apparently, sortie

children can and do read these words accounting for_the above chance
, .

portion of the passes, but if they do, not read, t ey just pick one iegard-
.

less of the letters. If the criterion for hits and misses of prediction is.

whether or not the same alternative is chosenerather then simply passing Q.

I

,
or failing, then the validity. ratio is much lower with 43 hits and-38 misses

for a ratio of 0.53 with chance noski being 0.25 for one four Lay predictIon.

This style of program seems beyond redeinption. There appears

to be no way to save the basic concept of the prescriptive aspect of this

t11,

pr-gram. A single multiple- choice item predicting several alternatives

intrinsically has problems with validity, unless the item is made uniailable

which sacrifices discrirninability for the gain in validity. In addition,. using

one item to predict the need for only two or three other items hardly prove:ides-

adequate aciv'antage to the student even if validity of prediction were perfect.

Should the program be used at all? Students using this course did

bettee than d control grow on standardized reading-tests. What this-means

I
, ,,

is not clear. First, "control' groups from,so-called "-stand ta--7111assroorns
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are not atlecivate bases for 'evaluation. as-Lumsdaine (1965)' pointedly

S

40

shdws. It is possible, moreover, that the sizable exposure to the multiple-

.0>choice format gave the students some.e.dvantage on the standardiied tests

followAt this format. It is also likely that the. peppy pace (four frames

per minute) provided by good instrumentation exposed the kids to more

Material than the doldruths of `a Paper, pencil and blackboard method
*.

but surely man should be able*to give some help to the computer. If

someone had the computer and the cOurse,it would seem to do no great

harm'eo use them since the technologically iqadequate "control" c',.1.13s
. ,

was not as good as the technologically inadequAe prograrnt.

It might be argued that the

rather thaln diagnospc in function.,

items, quoted earlier,wbuld seem

mainline items' are principally,teachiqg

Theidescriptio'n ofty,a purpose of these

unequivo.cal in proclaiming their diagnostic

e

4,

function. But even if these items were Considered teaalfing items,, their one-''

strength as test items, high discrirninability, becomes a weakness. In

teaching items, a high error rate indicates that the desired behavior has

not occurred. There is a.fundamental incompatibility of 'the two functions.

teaching items must get.the students` r do-something new; testing items
r .*

'must detect, the inability, of a fair number. of students to..do it. All things

considered, there is little to comm -1 in this style of CAI program,
4

.6k

A'
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Summary

Summary of Demonstrations

For' instruction to be adaptie, a range of validly measured dif-

ferences among students mustbe ac ommodated by exRositlg t14 indivi-

dual student only to those materials 1 e needs. Do simple measures of the

three aspects of adaptive instruction described and illustrated above permit
4.

user, developer, or evaluator t. easily determine the adequaav y of the

adaptive features of almost any instructional material in meeting the

assumptions involved in adapting? The use of he measures of cost eiffect-

iveness, validity, and discriminability were demonstrated with segments
I

of seven different adaptive courses ranging from'fine -grain adapting in

CAI to pre-course placerlitent testing. All of the materials tested attempt

to apply modern ins Actional'iheory and most are well-known published
I

...

courses. It,

\ 1

Surprisingly nonenone Aif the course segments tested proved adequate

uc ail three measures. But in every case the application of the three

measures pr(ani,t,ed concrete suggestions as to what steps should be taken
1

rgi.irdiug the specifiL,set of course material. one course, the Programmed

, f H.atherna.tics (Flexer and Flexer, 1967) lacked adequate discrim-
Imp

nability u IN, published form but performed well on all three measuwes when

. tested with the shorter test used by its author's in their pre-publication testing.

The use of the suggested measures offers an easy remedyuse the original

farm of testing.
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/Similarly, applications of t?e measures prompt suggestions for

remedies in other programs. The IPI math needs much less use of tests

and improved validity. The Job Corps program for GED preparation requires

new screening, tests Correcting the pres'ent lack of both discriminability

and validity. In fact, most programs require cycles of test and revision

to empirically increase the validity and discriminability of the tests While ,

rriaintaining as short a test as possible.

On the otherhand, in ()nil instance of an excellent set of teaching

minaterial (Individualized Science), the complete abience of dIcrimin'ability

seems to be simply inherent in the mature of the course content. Children

will seldom be adequately proficient in any unit and therefore would probably

fail any valid pretest. 6, Thu the course would be improved by committing

the heresy of not attemptirxgtto adapt to individual differences in' proficiency.

Examples of more fine - grained adapting (Tutor Text, and CAI Read-
.-

ing) do not seem to be capable of correction. The single-item multiple

choice test seems unsuitable for gaining yaLidity without sacrificing discrim-

inability and the consequence of passing each test is too small to allow

an increase in number of test items for each decision.

Distribution o1 Problems

Over half of the pigraM segments had poor.discriminabilitr, with

two being completely inclscrimin,ate s(`) that all students would normally

he prescrii,cd the same milts,
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Four of the seven segMents were uns'atisatisfactory in validity

13

%of the tests. The diagnostit tests did not correlate with the criterion tests/

when no teaching intervened. Therefore, many students would either be

pres/Cribed teaching material not needed to pass the criterion test or be

ailowecIto skip teaching material even though they would not be able to

//pass the criterion test without it. Two of these four program segments

actually diagnosed no better than a chance flip of the coin would have.

Three of the seven course segments were inadequate in cost-effective-

ness to the student in that the potential saving in time for passing the test

was too small given the amount of time reqiired for the teaching or other

consequent material. One of these nearly required as long in testing as

would be required for the teaching material should it be prescribed.

While no program was adequate in all three Pleasures, none was

inadequate in all three either. The reason is probably that concentration

by the developer on meeting one requirement can easily cause th* sacrifice

of another. Long tests are more valid but lesscost efficient and a guessing

game gives high di-criminability but poor validity.

Implication: Is Adaptive Instruction a Myth?

This author believes, along with the vast majority who conduct

research and development in educational technology, that, at least in

so:ne curricular areas, different stxde'nts have different needs in reaching

a given educatio'nal goal and that adaptive instruction will, therefore,

be useful. But one looks in vain for compelling empirical support for this
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this proposition. Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary defines myth

as "an ill-founded belief held uncritically especially by an interested group."

The interested group in educational R & D holds firmly the belief in the

worth of adaptive instruction and their belief is amply rewarded by public

funds. However, the present study shows that for the seven program

segments evaluated, none met each of the necessary requirements for

adaptive materials. Of course, some,other set of material not tested may

do so. This author believes that some.material will prove adaptive; but,

at present, this belief is still unfounded.

Nor does the experimental literature at present give foundation to

the belief in the worth of adaptive instruction. A decade ago a review of

studies of branching vs. linear programs failed to reveal advantages for

bran cl d programs (Holland, 1965). However, because of the lack of

N
measurable variables for characteristics of "branching these studies were

unpersuasive.

Another line of research, reviewed by 3racht,(1970), indicates a

general lack (tf aptitude -by- treatment interactionf The preferred treat-

ment seems not to change for subjects of chfferent aptitude; but the myth-

Lustitic.gf releva.nr e of this is limited ebek use adaptive instruction generally

has not been concerned with adapting to aptitude differences based oh norm-

\reierett«.(1 tests but rather differenCes in achievement b..ised on criterion-

reierer,, eri ti..
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Developers proceeded to produce adaptive materials despite

the negative findings of nearly all research. This practice was at

least excusable in viewjof the weakness of the research. The adaptive

materials used in the research studies were also developed without

explicit guidelines provided by measures for variables of adapting.

Research findings which seem to fail to support the theory of adapting

to differences could result merely from a lack of materials which

truly reflect that theory.

Even though there is scant evidence fora specific advantage of an

adaptive feature, many products of modern educational technology, which

contain an adaptive feature, produce overall excellent results. IPI Math*

Job Corps Advanced General Education Program, and the Programmed

Reviews of Mathematics are examples of such materials. Proof of whether

or not the good performance of the better materials owes something to the

adaptive feature awaits 'further evaluation; but the new products of

educational technology involve many aspects which contrast with con-

ventionafpractices. ,Usually the rigid, teacher-oriented classroom is

gone; there is no more lock-step instruction whether or not diagnostic

testing is used for prescribing instruction; there is more individual

attgr rion from teacher4 who stalk'the classroom in search of praisable

per,forrnance; and, perhaps most importantly, the teaching materials

afte.often prepared following learning principles and behaviorally deter-
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mined objectives. Therefore, diagnosing and adapting to individual

differences is only one among many ways that these materials differ

from those of a decade agcr, But many of these factors, like adaptive-

ness) have raiely received clear scieentific pecifications and, as a

consequence, the contributions of the various components `have seldom

been evaluated. Adaptive instruction dould be important; some feature

must be important; but as yet the faith in adaptive instruction is an
.01

unfounded belief. -

'A Solution: From Myth to Fact

Simple-to-apply measures of the necessary charcteristics for

adaptive material should help the developer generate good adaptive instruc-

tion worthy of the, as.yet, unsubstantiated acclaim such instruction has

received. Withproper measurement and revision cycles there could

soon be efficient adaptive materials using tests of proven validity and

disc riminability,

But, beyond the question of adaptive features, many proclaimed

product of educational technology have lacked adeqUate testing of the

underlying assumptions. Work on these products has proceeded with-

out exylicit definition or measurement methods for variables importz,nt

to the preparation of curriculum materials, 'Alien measures of all key

variables are develops d, several f du, ational myths may turn to facts

as d( velC,liers the tools for rrolernenting the much touted

offering of technology,
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Table 1

mple Decision Table

pass

fail .,

criterion test

pass fail

. Predictive Validity Ratio = hits = hits

,,

.-,

..r"'.....,

hits + misses total decisions

7

vi

.

c

49 '

)



Table 2

'Job Corps Advanced General Education Program
\

Validity and Disc rizninability i
4 % 1

(1 Decision x 28 Subjects = 28 Total Decisions),......

0

Sri

criterion

lat

Consequence-

a

50

Validity Hits A 19.- .36s.
Hits & Misses 28

Discriminability = Passes 0
NI .0Passes & Failures 28

Teaching Time in Minutes
Teaching Time & Testing Time

t3

4

510 .97-524

1

41



Table 3

Flexer & Flexer, Fractions

First Evaluation - Long Form Tests

*ialidity and Disc riminability
.

(3 Decisions x 10 SAbjects = 30 Total Decisions)

criterion
,

_

5 0.

5 20

Consequence

51

Validity Hits
ss .8(3

25
Hits & Mi. ftes 30

Passes 5
Discriminability - .17Passes & Failures 30

. Teaching Time in Minutes
Teaching Time & Testing-Time

150 .82
184



Table 4

Flexer & Flexer, Logarithms

Yiliclity and Disc riminability

(1 Decision x 28 Subjects = 28 Total _Pecisions)

r
criterion''

consequence

Validity
Hits

= Hits & Misses

52

a

Discriminability
Passes 2 ;07Passes & Failures 28

Teaching Time in Minutes
Teaching Tithe & Testing Time

. 4,e,

76

G.
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Table 5

Flexer & Flexer, Fractions

Second Evaluation

(A. Long-form tests

Validity and Discriminability

r.1

(3 Dcisions x 10 Subjects = 30-Total Decisions'
I .criterion Flits

Validity Hits & Misses

Consequence

Discriminability = Passes, 17Passes & 30,

. 6

53

01,

I ,,,.
-25 .83

30

Teaching Time in Minutes
Teaching Time .ge Testing Time

150 .

62,1

B, Sgle -item tests

------ Validity and Disc riminability

(3 Decisions x 10 Subjects'. 30 Total Decisions)

criterion

Consequence

Validity = Hits
Hits. & Misses

a
a

,"*.73
30

Failures 1

Disc rintina.6'
2 ,40

T asses & failures 30

Teaching :1:1m
Teaching Time & Testing,Tirrie

ArN

156 *.96



Table 6

IPI Math, Multiplication (Level B)

Placement CET's

Validtty.and Disc riminability

(4 Decisions x 22 Subjects = 88 Total Decisions)

(CEPAs)

criterion"
F

C,onsequence

Validity =
Hits

Hits & Misses ,

54

, 88
5 .66

8

Failures 44
Discrtminability .5O

'Passes & Failures 88

Consequence items (Teaching & Pretest gr CET's & Pristtest items).375. .99
Consequence ;terns PlAcefment test items
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Table 7

.IPI Math, Multiplication (Level B)

Placement + Pretest*CET's
,,,,

Validity and Discriminability
all

.. Diagnostic Prescription Criterion , Hit or Miss Frequency

Placement Pre -test
r

CET'e

Pass, + Pass* skip Pass hit 17

Pass + Pass* skip Fail miss 5

Pass + Fail* skip.. Pass hit 3

Pass + Fail* skip Fail, miss 19,

Fail + Pass skip Pass' hit *5

Fail + Pass skip , Fail °miss :4

Fail* + Fail .take Pass mirbk 1

Fail + Fail take Fail hit ... 34
Total Decisions 88

Validity , Hits
Hits + Misses

lb

88
J-2 - 67

Disc-riminability = Ftilures- 35.. .40Passes + Failures 88

Consequence

Consequence items (CF.T's + Posttest + teaching). 362e-- .. .93Consequence items + Placement + Pretests 37v

*in normal test procedure these tests would not be given because
the placement test directed the units tb be skipped. .

r

-.:



Table ,t

IPI Math, Multiplication (Level B).

Pretests - )CE
Pretests)Posttest

Validit and Discfirninabill

(4 Decisions x 22 Subjecti = 88.Total Iecisions)

(CET's)
criterion

-(Posttests)
criterion

Consequence

56

Validity = Hits 75 .85
Hits & Misses 88

76
Validity = Hits &

Hits
Misses

.86

Discriminability
31

Passes .14 ,55-
Passes & Failures 88

Conitise CET'S & Posttest) 353

Consequence items & Pretest items 375
.94



Table 9

Individualized Science, Hooke Unit

Validity and Discriminability

(5 Decisioris x 10 Subjects = 50 Total Decisions)

0
P

as
0
0

p
a

00

criterion
F

;
Consequence

Validity = Hits ±2.
Hits & Misses 50

57

Passes 0 .,Discriminability = Passes & Failures 50 1

.

Teaching Time in Minutes 116 .91
Teaching Time & Teetilig Time 127.
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Table 10

Inductive Reasoning

Validity

(7 Decisions x 11 SUbjects = 77 Total Decisions)

14
P

g

criterion

Consequence

Validity =
Hits

g
36

Hits & Misses 77

58

. 4 7

. Failures 25 al .32Discriminability Passes & Failures 77

Teaching Items 256 97
'A Teaching Items & Testing Items 263



Table 11

A Ihtor Text ors .

the Arithmetic of Computers

Validity and Discriminability

(9 Subjects x 7 Decisions = 63 Total Decisions*)

U

P
mo-
o
bra F

rt

criterion

Consequence

Consequence ratio

Corseque'nce ratio

J

'validity =
Hits

Fits & Misses

59

59
75

.97
5

1.)'s _Discriminability = Failure _7
Passes & Failures 59

= Consequence
Total

= Tea;ching
Total

1163 .75
155918

= 72.4/ m .65
1125

*Four incompleted items lowered the actual number to 59 total decisions
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Atkinson, Reading Program

-Table 12

Validity and Discriminability

(9 Decisions x 9 Subjects = 81 Total Decisions)

criterion
/

38 10
t

16 17

Consequence

Hits
Validity '= & Misses

55
a. .68

81

Discriminability = . .37Failures
Passes & Failures 81

S

Teaching Items 21 .70
Teaching Items' & Testing Items 30
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Adapting structure used in the Job

tarps Advanced Geheral Education Program. A score Of

85% or better on a unit screening test enables the student

to skip all of the lessons under the catchment area of the

screening test. In Level II, the number of lessons per

unit ranges from 2-12. In the figure, unit screening tests

are depicted as rectangles, lessons as squares, and unit

posttests as diamonds.

Figure 2. Branching.tree for the binary search

procedure showing the branching sequences which determine

the various entry points into the linear sequence shown in

the column at the extreme right ofthe figure. Each sequence.

begins with iteml28 shown at the extreme left of the figure,

proceeds upWard to item 192 after a correct response or

downward to item 64 after an incorrect response This

procedure repeats six times bisecting successively smaller

intervals until an entry point in the last column is

reached.
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